Hardfacing of metal surfaces as welding technique: A comprehensive review
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Abstract

Hardfacing is a methodology used to improve surface characteristics for a material, by depositing an alloy layer on base metal to improve the wear resistance. Wear resistance depends upon type of deposition method and alloy. In the present work, a review on hardfacing had been done to study the hardfacing alloys, the properties to be improved by hardfacing. Certain methods to apply hardfacing layers and industrial applications were also discussed.
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1. Introduction

Hardfacing is the deposition of an alloy on the metal substrate to improve the desired properties such as wear resistance, hardness, stability at high temperature incorporating different methods such as thermal spraying, welding etc. [1]. Figure 1 demonstrates hardfacing as a process to improve surface properties. Hardfacing is more economical as compared to some conventional methodologies to improve the properties of surface rather than treating the entire component for the same, as it involves deposition of a hardfacing layer on the surface of low cost base metal.[2]

Since the hardfacing enhances the life span of material, hardfacing alloys must possess below mentioned desired properties [3]:
1.1 Hardness
a) Macro-hardness.
b) Micro-hardness (individual material hardness such as that of deposition material).
c) hardness at high temperature.
d) strength for creep (for elevated temperature devices).
1.2 Resistance to Abrasive particles
a) low load abrasive resistance
b) high load abrasive resistance.
c) resistance under wet conditions
1.3 Resistance to heat
a) Resistance to oxidation.
b) high temperature fatigue.

1.4 Corrosive-resistance

1.5 surface properties
   a) Frictional constant.
   b) Surface layers.
   c) Lubrication.

Figure 1: Layout of hardfacing. Hardfacing materials can be added to base metal as a) a single layer, b) certain layers. And sometimes, c) a buffer layer is pasted onto the base metal before the application of hardfacing alloy to provide better bonding between different layers.
2. Literature review

Buchely M.F et al. (2005) made a study for the comparison of material properties and wear resistance for different hardfacing materials incorporating chromium carbides, complex and tungsten carbides. They used ASTM A36 as base metal to be welded with shielded metal arc welding process and found that 3 layered complex carbides show best abrasion wear resistance, whereas in single layer, higher dilution increases wear losses. W-rich hard facing alloy shows good abrasion wear resistance in single layer due to large MC carbide size. Wear mechanisms observed as micro cutting, brittle-fracture, ploughing of carbides [1].

Chang C.M et al. (2010) studied the microstructure and abrasion properties of carbon Fe-Cr-C alloys. ASTM A36 steel plate is hardfaced with GTAW process. They observed that with an increase in carbon content, hardness increases and chromium carbide refines. Wear resistance increases with carbon content but eutectic matrix damages due to abrasive particles. High carbon Fe-Cr-C alloy possessed excellent wear resistance [4].

Correa E.O et al. (2007) investigated the relation among abrasion wear-resistance and micro-structure of alloy for hard-facing based on Fe-Cr-C-Nb-V system. Alloy-750 demonstrates microstructure for improved wear resistance and resilience as compared to conventional alloys, which is due to distribution of very fine Nb rich carbides in an austenitic matrix. Related to above research, alloy 750 is suggested to be used than conventional H.C.O materials for applications subjected to abrasion resistance and impact strength for prolonged lifespan of components [5].

Coronado John J. et al. (2009) studied the effect of welding procedures on abrasion wear. In this work, four kind of hard-facing alloys deposited with two different welding processes viz FCAW and SMAW in the pattern of single and triple layer. Results showed FCAW process presents better wear resistance in single and triple layers. Abrasion wear mechanisms were micro-cutting, micro-ploughing and wedge formation. Carbides and matrix microstructure have more importance than hardness in abrasion resistance of deposits [6].

Choteborsky R. et al. (2008) studied the hard-facing alloy reinforced with primary Chromium carbides and complex carbides for their wear resistance. GMAW process is used for deposition of hard-facing alloy upon low carbon steel plate. They found two layered complex carbide shows best wear resistance whereas MC carbide has decisive influence on abrasion wear resistance and they acts a barriers against the advancement of abrasive particles [7].

3. Hardfacing by welding

3.1 Shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) based hardfacing

Shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) is widely used for the hardfacing, because of its low cost, great versatility, and the availability of a wide range of sizes and type of hardfacing electrodes. The schematic representation of SMAW welding is shown in figure 2.
Welding can be done on any size and shape of job, in any position and at any location [8]. The welder can control heat input rate, dilution by base metal and can easily cover irregular areas. He can use stringer bead technique to minimize heat input or weave technique to maximize heat input. He can direct the arc on the molten puddle and control the size of the puddle to reduce dilution of the base metal (for example, in welding for austenitic manganese steel) [6].

4. Harfacing materials applications

The wide range of applications, starting from the most critical, as in crushing of rock, to the applications for minimization of direct metal wear as in valve mechanisms operating under tight clearances [7]. The application of hard facing alloys for critical components are briefed in figure 3 (a and b).

The shovel teeth are made of low alloy cast iron, and sometimes of steel. The working range of new tooth and treated tooth can be enhanced by hard-facing. The hardfacing material provide excellent abrasive resistance for areas, in which the frontal edge is exposed to intensive wear [5]. Nickel and cobalt based hardfacing materials are suitable for high temperature and corrosive stability of the applications. Shear blade figure in 3 (c) and valve seats figure in 3 (d) are hard-faced by satellite category of cobalt based and hastelloy based Ni,Cr alloy to obtain high strength at elevated temperature[9].

Figure 2: Representation of SMAW set-up.
5. Conclusions

Hardfacing is a methodology used to improve surface characteristics for a material, by depositing an alloy layer on base metal to improve the wear resistance. Wear resistance depends upon type of deposition method and alloy. Hardfacing can be carried out by thermal spraying, welding and allied methodologies. Different hardfacing alloys are available to enhance the surface properties of materials for desired operating conditions such as abrasive resistance can be improved by chromium-based alloys. Nickel and cobalt based hardfacing alloys can increase wear resistance and corrosion resistance at higher temperature working conditions.
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